The shapes of many prokaryotes can be understood by the assumption that the cell wall expands in response to tension created by the osmotically derived hydrostatic pressure. Different organisms have different shapes because wall growth takes place in different regions. A previous paper (Koch et al., 198 1 a) considered the simplest case of prokaryotic growth, i.e. that of Streptococcus faecium. In the present paper, an elaboration of this theory is applied to two further cases -the more perfectly spherical cocci and the rod-shaped bacteria. These cases are more complex mathematically, because growth over a considerable fraction of the surface must be considered. Such diffuse growth cannot be treated analytically, but can be simulated on a computer or handled by geometric arguments.
W A L L G R O W T H U N D E R H Y D R O S T A T I C P R E S S U R E
In a closed vessel containing a fluid under pressure, forces are developed over the entire surface that are balanced by the tension developed in the wall. If that wall is inherently thin and flexible, then the forces normal to the wall must cancel; but tension remains in the plane of the surface. The magnitude of the tension depends on the size and shape as well as the internal hydrostatic pressure. To explain wall growth without cell rupture, it seems necessary that enlargement takes place by loosely attaching oligopeptidoglycan units or strands at several points with covalent bonds to the existing wall and then cleaving the older wall. Because tension would pull each new unit into the plane containing the tensile forces, the expanding wall would necessarily obey the same laws as soap bubbles do in forming the minimum surface consistent with other constraints. Such minimization, however, can lead to many of the varieties of known bacterial shapes.
The simplest form of a soap bubble is a sphere, since this is the shape that minimizes the surface for the contained volume. To a first approximation, one can explain the shape of the growing yeast bud by assuming that only in a single small region of the maternal cell's surface are the enzymic systems activated that allow wall growth over the entire bud surface. This corresponds to a constant surface tension, T. Akin to blowing a soap bubble, wall enlargement forced by the formation of additional incompressible protoplasm would lead to a spherical bud. This is an especially simple example because there are only two constraints specified by the biological system. They are: (1) at bud initiation, wall growth occurs more readily in a single small compact region of the surface of the maternal yeast cell, and (2) growth occurs uniformly over the entire surface of the wall of the bud. In other words, yeast-type growth results when there is a localized decrease in T at one spot on the walls and T then remains uniform over the surface of the growing bud; as the bud grows, however, T progressively increases and the new cell may, in turn, also bear buds.
The cases of bacterial growth that are considered here have more complicated constraints. The method developed earlier (Koch et al., 1981a) applies if growth takes place only in a Bacterial shapes and the forces that mould them 929 narrow, cylindrically symmetric region of the cell, and would not apply if growth is diffuse so that a larger region is subject to shape adjustment as growth ensues. Therefore, a more complex mathematical approach must be made.
U N D U L O I D S
Young (1 805) and Laplace (1 806) discovered a relationship between the pressure difference, P, across a tensile membrane and any two perpendicular radii of curvature: P = T(l/R, + 1/R2) (1)
In this formula, T is the surface tension and R, and R, are usually chosen as the maximum and minimum radii of curvature. The equation applies at any point on the surface. The problem sufficiently general for our needs is that of determining the shape of a cylindrically symmetric surface bearing a pressure difference and constrained by two rigid coaxial circles of radius a and b separated by a distance L , as shown in Fig. 1 . One possible surface is shown; this is the catenoid and applies for the special case where the pressure difference across the membrane is zero. Other shapes, more bowed out or in, would be produced if the internal pressure were higher or lower than the external pressure. In the biological applications presented below, the symbol a will be used for the maximum radius of the cell, i.e. as the radius of the cylindrical part or the base of the pole or cap of the cell.
Unfortunately, there is no general mathematical solution to the differential equations for this case. Delaunay (1 84 1) and Maxwell (1 849) gave a formulation that allows the generation of all the possible curves. Their construction is rather like that for a cycloid. The curves are generated by rolling any conic section along a straight line. Then the path of the focus of the conic section when rotated around the line leads to the surfaces of interest (see Maxwell, 1927 ; Thompson, 1942) . The curves that can be generated if the conic section is an ellipse are called 'unduloids'. For a few of the limiting cases, analytical solutions are available. For example, if the conic section is a circle, then its centre while rolling along a straight line generates a parallel line. The subsequent rotation of this generated line about the original line produces a cylindrical surface. This case is relevant to the generation of the side walls of bacterial rods. This solution applies if: (1) the two constraining radii, a and b, are equal and equal to R,, (2) R, is infinite, and (3) the pressure P is equal to T/a. A larger internal pressure will lead to a barrel-shaped structure and a smaller pressure to an inward curvature. However, even when P = T/a, if the distance is greater than the circumference of the cylinder, the system is unstable and will spontaneously decompose into two or more spherical surfaces (see Maxwell, 1927; Thompson, 1942; Isenberg, 1978) . This phenomenon is the basis for the formation of droplets from a jet of fluid. Its relevance to bacterial cell division will be discussed below.
The spherical surface segment (or a complete spherical shell) is the second special case of an unduloid for which an exact formulation can be written. Figure 2 shows an intermediate in the idealized cell growth cycle of a staphylococcus or gonococcus. The unshaded areas represent regions of new wall growth. Either half is equivalent to Fig. 1 in that it represents the minimal surface between two coaxial rings, but the spherical nature leads to the restriction that r = a and r2 = b2 + L2. In this special case, the two perpendicular radii of curvature at any point on the surface will be equal and equivalent to r. It follows that the value of T( 1/R, + 1/R2) will be constant all over the spherical surfaces. This means that we have guessed, and shown, that a sphere can be a correct solution. However, for this special case, equation (1) requires that (in addition to r = a and r2 = b2 + L2) P, T and r must satisfy the relationship:
This relationship provides an explanation for the growth of nearly spherical cocci (see below).
The third case for which an explicit mathematical expression can be given is that of the catenary of revolution (the catenoid). This is the surface depicted in Fig. 1 , which results from rolling a parabola along a line, and applies if there is no pressure differential across the surface (see Isenberg, 1978) . For other reasons, the catenoid may describe the shape of the pole (A. L. Koch, unpublished results).
C O M P U T E R G E N E R A T I O N O F U N D U L O I D S H A P E S
To calculate the profile of unduloids with a modern computer we could have carried out Maxwell's geometric procedure analytically. It appeared more convenient, and in fact more general, to go back to the derivation of equation (1) and re-express this in a form expedient for numerical integration. This can be done readily by calculating the free energy, G, inherent in the surface and the work, W, of forming the volume against the pressure, P. We then minimize the sum of these two quantities using the methods of the calculus of variation. The free energy term is: In this expression, r is the radius from the axis of cylindrical symmetry, z is the axial distance, and S is the slope. The work term is:
Therefore the functional to be minimized is:
Consequently, the Euler-Lagrange equation is:
(6) Since the integrand in equation (5), I, is independent of the axial distance, another form equivalent to this is:
After substituting equation (5) into equation (7), rearrangement yields :
In theory, the initial values of r and S, which will be designated ro and So, can be substituted into equation (8). This defines C, which then could be used in equation (9) to calculate the slope at any point of the profile of an unduloid that passes through the radius ro with a slope So. In practice, this form is inappropriate unless the computer carries very many decimal places. Alternatively, equation (8), written for the initial values, can be substituted into equation (9) so as to eliminate C. The results can then be rearranged in such a way that subtraction of almost identical quantities can be done with little rounding error. This rearranged equation, used by our computer program, is:
where and In our program, double precision (24 decimal places) is used in sensitive parts of the computation. In these expressions 4 is a residue of the second 12 decimal places involved in the computation and would not apply and should be deleted if the computer uses a different mode of carrying out high precision arithmetic.
The numerical integrations reported here have been carried out in a simple 'brute force' way. The computer calculated r for a small dz step from the previous r and S values and then computed a new S. It repeated this cycle tens of thousands of times to calculate a branch of each curve. The program has the facility to adjust the size of the steps under specified conditions and to terminate when the slope becomes zero or imaginary. While more efficient computation could be carried out using big computers, the minicomputer yields accurate profits although lengthy computations are needed. The program in a form suitable for a Wang 720 is available from the authors. The program also yields as output the surface area and contained volume. The validity of the program was tested by choosing parameters that should yield spheres, cylinders and catenoids. The agreement was excellent. Growth along this path corresponds to 'i-driven growth' (see text). Koch et al. (198 1 a) developed a general formula for the wall growth of narrow zones that are subject to internal hydrostatic pressure. The algebraic expression that resulted from this analysis is plotted in Fig. 3 . This plot differs from that published previously (Fig. 5 of Koch et al., 198 1 a ) in that a larger range of values of S is shown. The definition of 6 is the ratio of the thickness of the septum relative to the external wall. Having no septum at all corresponds to 6 = 0. This figure will be used below to consider cylindrical elongation when PrlT = 2 and the development of fusiform bacteria when 6 > 2. When S = 2 and Pr/T is less than 2, pole development takes place. The shape of the pole is determined by the ratio of pole height to width. The observed shape of S. faecium was found to be accurately fitted to the formula derived for this case by a suitable choice of a single parameter, PIT. The shape of the resultant pole cannot be spherical no matter what value is chosen for PIT.
Z O N A L G R O W T H

F O R M A T I O N O F C H A I N S
Koch et al. (198 1 a) showed that if the septal thickness is twice that of the external wall and Pa/T is less than 2, then zonal growth leads to pole development and finally results in binary fission. However, when S, the ratio of septal wall thickness to the thickness of the external wall, remains less than 2, pole development cannot be completed because eventually Pr/T decreases so that the slope of the growth zone becomes imaginary and further constriction cannot take place (see Fig. 3 ). For example, if 6 remains constant at 1 or 1.8, growth could Bacterial shapes and the forces that mould them 933 take place along one of the dashed lines shown in Fig. 4(a) . As pole growth proceeds, r becomes progressively narrower and constriction would occur more rapidly. When growth proceeds to intersection with the continuous line (which is the locus of points at the minimum values of S versus Pr/T curves), further enlargement of the growth zone cannot take place. At this point, there is no slope that the new wall can have that will accommodate the newly produced cytoplasm inside the new surface area and at the same time conserve the pressure-volume work in the expansion of the wall. Cessation of wall expansion leads to a temporary pressure increase, which we suggest triggers the development of new growth zones that, in turn, lower the pressure. The result is that chains of organisms will be produced. The chains are linear in the case of streptococci, in which the planes of successive divisions are parallel to each other. In the case of staphylococci, the successive divisions are nearly perpendicular to each other and grape-like clusters of cells result. This kind of process also yields grape-like clusters and groupings such as those exhibited by Sarcina and Lamp ropedia .
G R O W T H O F S P H E R I C A L C O C C I
Staphylococci and gonococci grow in a manner quite distinct from the streptococci as typified by Streptococcus faecium. Their shape is much closer to that of a sphere than is S. faecium and the cross-wall or septum develops as an annular ring that, when completed, may become a disc of nearly the same radius as the organism (Giesbrecht et al., 1976) . The cell thus forms an equatorial septum through the cytoplasm. The cell division process is shown in an idealized way in Fig. 2 . When completed or nearly completed, the disc starts to split. As the volume of the cell increases, the septum splits more and the newly split part bulges out so that the new wall becomes part of a spherical surface continuous with the old pole of the cell. Thus, one sphere becomes two spheres while the radius a stays constant. Two possible mechanisms will generate such spherical growth within the general context of the proposed model. Each will be presented and its further implications considered.
Zonal i-driven growth
Also shown in Fig. 3 , as a thin continuous line, is the locus of the smallest real value of Pr/T of the different curves for fixed values of 6. This line determines the development of a pole for the case in which the septa1 contribution at all stages of pole development is the least possible that allows pole growth. Such a mode of pole formation has been designated 'i-driven growth' (Koch et al., 198 1 a) and is a possible explanation for the formation of spherical poles as well as of certain types of non-spherical poles. When pole formation must halt because the values of Pr/T and 6 correspond to an imaginary slope, there is another possible growth regulatory mechanism: 6 may be increased just enough so that S is real once again. It is this alternative that generates hemispherical poles when an additional condition is met. The second condition needed for a spherical shape is that the parameter 6 must be zero when splitting of the transverse septum is initiated. In this case, the trajectory of the development of the pole is shown by the continuous curve in Fig. 4 ( a ) as a plot of S versus Pr/T. As pole formation takes place, Pr/T goes from 2 to 0 and simultaneously 6 goes from 0 to 2 while S goes from 0 (or Oo) to -a (or 90O). The shape of the completed pole is shown in Fig. 4 (b) by the curved marked 6 = 0.
Also shown in Fig. 4 (a) is the course of the increase in slope as the pole develops for cases where initially 6 = 1 or 1.8 and remains at these values until further growth is no longer possible, but then 6 increases according to the i-driven growth mode which leads to the completion of cell division. The shape of the completed poles for the three cases shown in Fig life of the nascent pole. Conversely, the septa1 material should form the bulk of the external material in the last moments before cell division for both i-driven and zonal models.
Formation of spherical cells via difluse growth
In contrast to the zonal model, diffuse growth occurs when new peptidoglycan is added to the nascent pole, not just in the region of its junction with the septum, but all over the nascent pole (or indeed all over the wall of the entire cell). When the entire wall is capable of enlargement, it should have many of the properties of ordinary soap bubbles. However, simply having the properties of a soap bubble will not account fGr the growth of the nearly spherical cocci. This can be demonstrated by blowing two identical spherical bubbles and allowing them to fuse to form a doublet. A planar septum forms between the two spherical surfaces and the angle between the spherical surface and the planar septum is exactly 1 2 0 O . If two larger bubbles were fused, the resultant complex would be similar in shape -merely bigger. Consequently, a strict soap bubble model for growth would never lead to cell division, rather to bigger diplococci (if a transverse septum were formed). A second point of difference between an ordinary soap bubble and the actual bacteria is that if the two fused soap bubbles were enlarged the pressure within each would decrease according to equation (2). On the
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other hand, the bacteria (as judged from their fixed radii) maintain their internal pressure. This suggests an analogy to the S. faecium case, in that the pressure is maintained constant by the cell's adjustment of the rate of wall growth in a homeostatic response to internal pressure. For the moment, assume that the unsplit septum in Fig. 2 is rigid and that the old pole retains a fixed shape as growth of the new poles continues. As shown above, among the possible unduloids which can satisfy these boundary conditions, one unduloid has a spherical shape. However, growth in a spherical form can only happen if the septum splits and the nascent pole forms in a special coordinate way with the protoplasmic growth which forces enlargement of the wall to take place: only if b and L change so that a' = b2 + L2 can equation ( 1 ) be satisfied at all points of the nascent pole. Thus, a spherical shape is consistent with constant values of P and T over the entire nascent growing pole. Now we can relax the assumption that the old pole and the septum are rigid. If the enzymes involved in wall enlargement were active over the entire area of the cell surface, then with constant P and T only this kind of extension of a spherical surface with the particular radius, a = 2T/P, would be energetically possible. Thus, the model for diffuse growth predicts that throughout the growth cycle new material would be added all over the surface. Consequently, the relative distribution of newly inserted peptidoglycan would be crucial in choosing between the diffuse model and the i-driven zonal model for hemispherical poles. Obviously, another critical test of this diffuse model is the detailed localization of the family of enzymes involved in wall enlargement. This includes the enzymes involved in formation of cross-bridges and, especially, the enzymes involved in the splitting of the septum and the lytic actions that permit expansion of the wall.
The argument developed in this section can be turned around. The only conic section that can be rolled along a line and have its focus periodically touch the line is an ellipse with an infinite eccentricity. Such a degenerate ellipse is a straight line segment. When 'rolled', its focus generates a path consisting of a row of contiguous closed hemispheres. Consequently, the only shape that a cell can have which is uniformly capable of wall growth all over its entire surface and depends on surface tension-like properties to lead to the cell division is that of a sphere. If T varies over the surface in special ways (see Koch, 1982b) , surface tension-like forces can lead to cell division with non-spherical poles.
G R O W T H O F C Y L I N D R I C A L R E G I O N S O F B A C T E R I A
Like the formation of poles, the elongation of the cylindrical regions of rod-shaped bacteria is a process that also can be understood in terms of both zonal and diffuse growth.
Although the evidence is presently not fully compelling (Koch, 1982b) , it is probable that the walls of Gram-negative enteric organisms are laid down by a diffuse process where T i s varied in a particular way. However, for the case of the typical Gram-positive organism, Bacillus subtilis, there is good evidence that growth takes place diffusely over the entire cylindrical surface, but only in a narrow zone at the splitting system for the development of poles.
Evidence for diffuse growth of the entire cylindrical regions of B . subtilis comes from the experimental observations of Fan et al. (1975) , Pooley (1976a, b) , Archibald (1976) and Archibald & Coapes ( 1 976) . These workers, by biochemical and electron microscopic studies, found that the bulk of the peptidoglycan enters the wall fraction on the inner membrane and subsequently moves through the wall. In wild-type organisms the peptidoglycan is finally sloughed off into the external medium. These important experiments and the surface stress theory led to the version of the general model appropriate for growth of Gram-positive, cylindrical cells. The model was introduced previously (Koch et al., 198 1 a, b) and is shown in more detail in units are followed in time, the model proposes that they are first linked to each other (and in some degree to the older wall). When they, in turn, are displaced outward and come to bear the stress, the network expands, permitting growth. During this second phase, no covalent bonds form. Later, as the cohort moves further peripherally, bonds are cleaved permitting a more internal layer to bear the stress and expand. In mutants deficient in wall-degrading enzymes, at least some bonds must be cleaved, even though the old peptidoglycan may remain attached to the wall. While theoretically a diffuse mechanism can function for side wall elongation and for hemispherical pole formation, the two processes cannot occur simultaneously in the same cell with the same values of P and T applying to each. In such a case, the cell would become spherical. Critical experimental evidence that the pole wall is metabolically different from the cylinder wall has come from experiments in which chemostat cultures of B. subtilis were shifted from potassium to phosphate limitation (Archibald & Coapes, 1976; Anderson et al., 1978; . Only with adequate phosphate did the cells form teichoic acid in the wall. The sites of wall growth and turnover were identified by the ability of the wall to bind the bacteriophage SP50. A short growth period in one kind of limitation followed by a long chase in the other limitation showed that poles, once formed, were stable, and that only the side walls participated in inside-to-out diffuse growth. This model also explains the recent finding of Doyle et al. (1 98 1) that wall turnover consists of two phases -a rapid, major one and a much slower, minor component. From quantitative turnover studies and fluorescence microscopy, they attribute greater metabolic stability to the poles and septa than to the side walls. Both types of experiments show that it is the poles that are conserved and not a larger unit, sometimes designated as the 'unit cell', consisting of the pole plus one half of the cylinder length of a new-born cell. Further discussion of this point is given elsewhere (Koch et al., 1981 b) .
Zonal elongation
Although a diffuse model applies to B. subtilis, a zonal model could function for cylindrical extension in other cases and, indeed, has been assumed by most workers for all cases. In the mathematical formulation for zonal growth developed previously, an equation for S was developed which depended on Pr/T and 6. Here, we are interested in the case where there is no septum and 6 = 0. The formula for the slope when 6 = 0 is:
It can be seen from this equation that only when Pr/Tis 2 will the slope be zero. Elongation of a rod of radius r = a will occur (if P/T is of the proper value, i.e. equal to 2/a) in such a way that the new region will neither tend to constrict nor expand the radius of the cell.
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When the quantity Pr/Tis less than 2, S is imaginary and wall growth cannot take place. If anabolism and transport of solutes increase the hydrostatic pressure, or if the function of wall-synthesizing enzymes becomes altered in such a way as to lower T so that Pr/T increases to at least 2, wall growth may commence. If Pr/T is greater than 2, zonal wall growth can take place, but there are two possible slopes for the new wall depending on whether the plus or minus sign in equation (13) is appropriate to the biological conditions. If the sign is positive, the cell, upon elongation, will become wider. The chance fluctuation to a larger diameter could be catastrophic if P and Tfor the growth zone were constant, since further growth would lead to further dilation. This circumstance tends to make zonal cylindrical growth unstable unless the cell has some way of providing circumferential adjustment if it becomes too wide. It is difficult to imagine how such a mechanism could sense the diameter of the cell or how it would alter P or T.
If the slope is negative, then the growth zone will have a negative slope and tend to constrict. If P and T remain constant as the growth zone continues to form new wall, elongation leads to further, but less marked, constriction. As r progressively decreases, P r / T approaches 2. Thereafter, the radius of the growing zone remains constant. If initially Pr/T is very large, the decrease will approximate a negative exponential. The shift of an enteric organism to a poorer environment and its concomitant decrease in r can be explained in this way.
The positive branch of the curve could be used to account for formation of 'fatter', wider cells when Gram-negative organisms are shifted up into a richer medium. As growth continues in the new medium, the cell becomes wider, and eventually a new state of balanced growth with a larger, stable cylindrical radius may be achieved. The widening could be because P increases or T decreases as the result of the shift. However, some other regulatory mechanism must be involved to prevent the widening from continuing unchecked.
Difluse elongation
While it is readily possible to blow a cylindrical soap bubble, it is not at all obvious what the conditions could be, if any, such that further growth would lead to elongation and not to conversion of the cylindrical shape towards a spherical shape. The theoretical conditions leading to diffuse elongation were studied with the computer program described above. First, the well-known instability of long, cylindrical surfaces was used to test the precision of the numerical methods employed here in a rather stringent way. Instability was only found when L approached 2na closely. The computer then calculated the profile for a barrelled-out cylinder with a pressure 1 % in excess of that needed to maintain a perfect regular cylinder. For cylinders shorter than 2na, it was found that this shape was well approximated by a sine function. Assuming a sine wave shape, the energetics of new synthesis of wall accommodating the new synthesis of protoplasm could be compared analytically for two different models of diffuse growth: (1) growth resulting in bulging, and (2) growth leading to elongation (Fig.  6) . For a fixed, small volume increment, the sine wave approximation showed that the choice in terms of minimizing wall growth is in favour of bulging. However, the difference in area for the two growth modes is small. The ratio of the increase in surface area for elongation, &IE, to that for bulging, MB, is:
where Ar is the increase in radius in the case of bulging. Thus, M,/hA, is always greater than 1 but approaches 1 as smaller increments of growth are considered and therefore as Ar approaches zero.
The fact that bulging and cykdrical extension are of similar energy means that other very small forces could favour elongation instead of bulging. If growth of a Gram-positive rod is diffuse, with each inner layer expanding as it moves outward and comes under stress as proposed above, the shape of the older, previously stress-bearing, wall could bias the course of expansion.
But even if a bulge forms, it would only be temporary. Equation (1) requires that the bulged shape could only be achieved if the pressure increased above the value that makes Pa/T = 1. Of course, protoplasmic growth tends to increase the pressure. However, if wall growth continued as long as the pressure was greater than a critical value, expansion would continue until the pressure returned to its original value and, hence, to a cylindrical shape. The deviation from a perfect cylinder for certain rod-shaped organisms, and certainly for B. subtilis, is small and therefore the rectification of any temporary or intermediate bulging must occur quickly and effectively; continued growth returns the radius to a value given by a = 2T/P.
The implications of equation (1) for diffuse cylindrical elongation are far-reaching. If the hydrostatic pressure is maintained by cell mechanisms which regulate the rate of wall growth, although not its geometric location, then elongation instead of bulging would occur if the poles were rigid. To show this, it is only necessary to compare equation (1) for the case when R, = a and R, = 00, with the same equation for the case when R, is less than infinity. If P and T are the same for the two cases, then R, for the second case must be greater than a. This means that for the cylindrical surface to bulge, the radius at the ends must increase, making expansion of the poles a necessary accompaniment to the bulging of a previously cylindrical region. This leads to the important conclusion that cylinder elongation by diffuse side wall growth can take place only if the poles are rigid and constant pressure is maintained.
The zonal mechanism for cylinder elongation would also work if, instead of a single growth zone, there were multiple, but well separated, growth zones. As long as the relationship Pa/T = 2 applied to each zone, cylindrical elongation at constant diameter would occur. There is a contradiction, however, for if there were a very large number of growth zones, the diffuse case would be approached and, as described above, Pa/T should be 1 in order for cylindrical growth to occur. Consequently, the two kinds of models are mutually incompatible. It can be questioned how narrow a growth zone must be in order to be described by the equation for the zonal model we have developed previously. The unduloid computer program described above can be used to answer this question. Figure 7 shows, on a double logarithmic plot, the degree of bulging that would be produced with different widths of growth zones at different pressures. Clearly, a narrower zone resists the tendency to bulge much more effectively than do wider zones.
There is a limit to the extent of cylindrical elongation due to diffuse growth: a cylinder is not necessarily the only possible unduloid surface connecting two rings of the same diameter even when Pa/T is 1. As mentioned above, a cylindrical soap bubble becomes unstable and leads to flickering structures that alternately bulge at one end and then the other end as L Bacterial shapes and the forces that mould them 939 approaches 2na. Eventually, the cylinder splits into two unequal spherical shapes. As long as L is less than 2na, this does not happen and a cylinder of uniform diameter is the only mathematical and physical solution.
As noted above, uniform diffuse growth cannot lead to division of one object into two objects without additional biological mechanisms unless very special conditions are met. The special case is if a cylindrical bubble becomes too long, then it will spontaneously separate into two. This process does not, however, lead to equipartition of the volume. Rather, a bulge forms near one end and a constricted zone appears near the other end. Eventually, the first region broadens and the other region constricts further leading to separation. This cannot be a model for cell division, not only because of the unequalness of the division, but because it requires a shrinkage of the cell wall in the region of constriction as well as an enlargement elsewhere.
G R O W T H O F P O L E S IN R O D -S H A P E D B A C T E R I A
Zonal dome, diruse growth and Cassinian models
Since Pa/T is 2 and 6 is 0 during cylindrical zonal extension of rod-shaped organisms, the simplest model of pole development is that the constriction process is started by building peptidoglycan inward to form a septum, so that Pa/T becomes less than 2 and 6 greater than 0. This would require an additional biological mechanism responsive to the degree of growth of the cell; it is usually assumed that this is mediated via a stage of replication of the chromosome. As shown previously (Koch et al., 198 1 a) , when internally deposited peptidoglycan is available for externalization, the constriction process is energetically favoured. Mathematically, if 6 is greater than zero and Pa/T is less than 2, then pole formation will commence and division will ensue as Pr/T decreases toward 0 and 6 reaches 2.
The shape of the poles so created can be calculated. For the particular case where 6 is 2 throughout the development of a pole, we have shown that: where z is the axial height at which the radius is r, and a is the radius at the base of the pole where z = 0. Equation (15) is equivalent to equations (4) and ( 5 ) of Koch et aE. (1981 a) . We designate poles formed according to equation (15) as having a 'zonal dome' shape. Figure 8 shows profiles of zonal domes calculated from equation (1 5 ) for the radius at the base fixed, but differing in the assumed value of P/T (continuous lines). Also shown are curves (Fig. 8 , dash-dotted lines) that would apply if growth took place all over the pole surface during its development. These are, of course, segments of spherical surfaces. Obviously no choice of P/Tfor this case of uniform diffuse growth can yield a maximum value of z greater than a. While we have not yet done extensive fitting of these models to electron microscopic profiles of cells, measurements of the contours of a variety of bacteria have been carefully made and fitted by E. Oldmixon (unpublished results). In his work, measurements from electron micrographs of individual cells were fitted by non-linear least square treatment to various theoretical shapes. Oldmixon was able to rule out ellipsoidal shapes (including spherical) for the cell pole of various rod-shaped organisms. However, he found very close agreement with an obscure mathematical form, the Cassinian equation:
(16) (He chose this form for study because of superior mechanical properties of boilers with ends made of this shape.) The Cassinian could be fitted very precisely to measurements on the poles of a variety of rod-shaped bacteria. Only the 'affine' constant, n, which determines the relative proportions was estimated from the measurements. The maximum radius of the pole was assumed to be accurately reflected by the radius of the cylinder remote from the poles. He found values of n varying from 0.6 to 2.0, ranging from the most pointed to the most blunt cell pole in the series. While the Cassinian equation and equation (15) are mathematically different, the predicted shapes are similar. Examples of fits to the Cassinian curves are also shown in Fig. 8 (dashed lines) . The differences are significant and will be tested in future work.
F U S I F O R M B A C T E R I A
As with the other bacterial shapes, several models within the general theory can be proposed for fusiform organisms. Two zonal models yielding poles with pointed ends are possible. One of these assumes that PIT varies as the pole develops. Evidently, for a zonal model almost any shape of pole could be fitted, as long as P/Tcan be taken as an arbitrary, variable quantity. The other type of zonal model is simpler in that it assumes that PIT and 6
are constant throughout the growth of the pole. The only modification of the theory applicable to S. faecium needed in this case is the change of 6 to a value greater than 2 (see Fig. 9 ). Note that if P/Tis small, the poles are cone-shaped. A model for diffuse growth is also possible. It requires, however, the assumption that T varies, either with distance from the cell axis or with time of development of the pole. It is different from the zonal model mentioned above in that insertion of new wall material is possible all over the developing pole at any instant of time, but is similar in that most of the insertion of new material would occur near the splitting septum, even when the whole pole is capable of diffuse enlargement.
V A R I A B L E T M O D E L S O F G R O W T H
In contrast to fusiform bacteria, whose growth may be described by models assuming either constant or variable values for T, hyphal growth can be described only by variable T models (Koch, 1982a) . For Gram-negative rods and stalked bacteria, it is likely that Tvaries during the cell cycle; the model for E. coli is developed elsewhere (Koch, 1982 b).
D I S C U S S I O N
The general conclusion, based on the physics and mathematics of surface films, is that it is possible to explain the shapes of a variety of prokaryotes (and certain lower eukaryotes) using surface stress theory. The theory holds that tension in the wall in regions of growth determines the ultimate shape of the cell. For certain morphologies, more than one possible set of growth modes could produce the desired shapes, and future work will be needed to distinguish between the various possibilities and to test the general theory. In this paper, models for both zonal and diffuse wall growth have been presented to account for the growth pattern of (1) the nearly spherical cocci, (2) the sides of rod-shaped organisms, and (3) the poles of rod-shaped organisms. Since the hydrostatic pressure and the effective surface tension determine the shapes and sizes of organisms in this theory, there is no need to assume that there are special scaffolding devices created by the cell to define its own dimensions, as is the case with the replication of certain viruses (Casjens & King, 1975) . It is also unnecessary T is the surface tension. Pu/T must equal 2 for zonal cylindrical t S is the ratio of the thickness of septa1 wall t o the external wall.
$
Streptococcus faecium grows with a diplococcal morphology in medium with a high concentration of tryptophan, but as chains in medium with a low growth or for diffuse spherical growth; Pa/T must equal 1 for cylindrical surfaces subject to diffuse growth.
concentration of tryptophan.
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to assume that the structure and shape are inherently determined by the molecular properties of some macromolecule that serves as a building block which determines the supramolecular structure (Mendelson, 1976) , such as certainly takes place in the formation of filamentous viruses via the polymerization of the coat protein(s) (Casjens & King, 1975) . Although there are probably momentary increases that trigger the splitting of wall bands or the initiation of growth zones, the proposed models tacitly assume that the enlargement of wall is regulated in such a way that the pressure remains substantially constant throughout the cell cycle. The constant hydrostatic pressure could be achieved if the enzyme that hydrolyses selectively stressed peptidoglycan linkages is the rate-limiting step in wall enlargement and responds sensitively to the tension in those bonds. It was calculated earlier (Koch et al., 1981a) that the stress in the bonds would markedly lower the energy of activation and could lead to a large increase in the rate of hydrolysis. As long as the rate of glycan addition is not limiting, such a tension-responsive enzyme would lead to a constant pressure inside the cell. At the present time, these ideas are hypothetical, but reasonable. No assay has yet been devised to directly measure the kinetics of any enzyme acting on a substrate under controlled degrees of mechanical strain.
For microbes with different morphologies, different assumptions regarding the value of Tin different regions of the cell envelope are appropriate. Table 1 summarizes the special conditions needed for a number of prokaryote types. For many, T appears to be constant, but Table 1 also includes Gram-negative rods and the yeast and mycelial growth phases of fungi, discussed in more detail elsewhere, for which T does not appear to be constant. Although both zonal and diffuse models can generate poles and cylindrical side walls, we have chosen the more probable models for the various cell types. Thus, only a zonal model is proposed for the banded cocci which have diplococcal morphology with clearly discontinuous surfaces. A much more complex diffuse model with variable T for this case has been omitted from consideration because the simple zonal model fits the shape of S. faecium so well. Similarly, only the zonal i-driven model is proposed for the spherical cocci largely because it explains more easily the formation of cell groups.
The picture for Gram-negative rods has recently been confused by the finding that the diameter changes systematically through the cell cycle (Trueba & Woldringh, 1980) . This greatly increases the possibilities and 13 models are considered (Koch, 1982b) for wall growth in the Gram-negative enteric bacteria. However, Table 1 includes only a variable T model, which we think is most probable.
There is an a priori reason to choose a diffuse model in preference to a zonal model for the cylindrical elongation of Gram-positive rods. The zonal model for diffuse elongation has the inherent difficulty that some secondary mechanism is needed to keep the cylinder from widening catastrophically, while such a special mechanism is not needed for the diffuse model. To make the point clear, consider a spherical soap bubble connected to a supply of constant pressure. If the pressure is greater than 2T/r, then the bubble will swell indefinitely; if it is less than this, it will shrink to nothing. This relationship also applies to zonal growth of a cylinder. However, a cylindrical structure, terminated by fixed radii, produced by diffuse growth at a fixed pressure is stable to fluctuation in that pressure, as long as the cylindrical region of growth does not become too long. Consequently, we suspect that truly cylindrical rods generally may have diffuse growth on their sides and probably not on their poles unless there are some special regulatory mechanisms in addition to those so far envisaged.
Probably the most significant conclusion of this paper is that it is theoretically possible for diffuse growth to lead to cylindrical elongation. This can only happen, however, when several conditions are met, i.e. P is constant, T is constant, the cell poles are rigid, and the elongating region is not longer than the circumference. The requirements of this type of growth are met by Gram-positive rods (see above and Koch et al., 1981b). The inside-to-out growth of side walls is in strong contrast to the zonal poles which appear to turn over slowly or not at all, as expected by the theory. K O C H , M . L . H I G G I N S A N D R . 
J . D O Y L E
In principle, stress-bearing wall cannot turn over in the classical biochemical sense. A glycan unit in a stressed wall must have an extended conformation. Therefore, even if it was cleaved out and the remaining wall was strong enough to prevent rupture, there would be no way of introducing a new unit to replace the old. From the calculations presented previously (Koch et al., 1981a) there is insufficient energy in the transpeptidation process both to form the new bond and to force it into an extended conformation. On the other hand, if a large glycan unit replaced a smaller unit removed at random, the process could be thermodynamically feasible, but the cell would necessarily become larger and more spherical. The models presented here and previously avoid these complications by linking the unit before cleavage occurs to transfer the stress.
For Gram-positive rods, there appear to be two observations contradictory to the inside-to-out growth model for cylinder elongation. One is the existence of mutants with little or no turnover that are still capable of normal growth. These cases need not be exceptions because the model only requires cleavage to transfer the stress to previously unstressed peptidoglycan residues, which are then forced into an extended conformation to allow growth. The fate of the old material no longer supporting stress is irrelevant, and in lytic-negative mutants may accumulate as peripheral aggregates or as feathery looking material. The other apparent exception is the thickened wall material resulting from wall formed during chloramphenicol treatment. Since turnover stops (Daneo-Moore & Shockman, 1977), the material laid down during drug treatment may never be stressed until the drug is removed and both growth and turnover ensue. Such wall may never have supported the surface tension and its later disappearance is irrelevant to the growth of stress-bearing wall.
It is hoped that the physical theory presented here will help to define the complex biological processes leading to the range of microbial shapes. It may be that ultra-histochemical assay or ultra-high resolution autoradiography of pulse-labelled cells will be able to demonstrate the location of wall synthesis unambiguously. In cases of zonal growth, the cell must have regulatory mechanisms to initiate a growth zone and have ways to restrict the growing region to keep it narrow. The latter might be done by the continuous secretion of enzymes with short half-lives, only at the growth zone. Alternatively, enzymes may be formed in a burst only at the time of initiation of a growth zone, and only remain functional during the life of the growth zone. These two possibilities would give rise to linear growth for the cylindrical walls if the enzymes were limiting, but not if the enzymes are in excess and respond to tension in the wall.
The most intriguing aspect of this work is the possibility of a generalization that may have phylogenetic implications. It may be that all the banded cocci only grow zonally and can form only linear chains. They may adjust their growth rate to ambient conditions by triggering the frequency of wall band splitting in response to faster protoplasm accumulation. This mode may be available only to Gram-positive organisms. It may be that the unbanded spherical cocci, whether Gram-positive or Gram-negative, cannot form linear chains. Instead, they create de n o w sites of septum formation in some other plane and adjust their growth rate by the frequency of such initiation. Growth may be diffuse in all bacteria with unbanded diplococcal morphology. It may be that rod-shaped organisms consist of two fundamentally different classes -the truly cylindrical rods and rods that more closely approach the shape of eccentric prolate ellipsoids. The former may always have juncture sites between the cylinder and pole that are formed in quantitatively different ways, and the latter not.
The segregation of DNA to daughter cells can be explained by the replicon model of Jacob et a/. (1963), if amended to assume that the origin of DNA replication binds through the cytoplasmic membrane to the wall; but this model cannot account for segregation if wall growth occurs outside a central region limited by the attachment of the replication origins. A development of the original replicon model may overcome this difficulty and explain some newer data concerning B. subtilis (Koch et al., 198 1 b) . The new model postulates that there is a specialized site (juncture site) at the junction of the cylindrical region and the caps to which the origins and termini of the chromosomes bind. We have suggested that these may be
